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pose. Leslie Stephen rebuked Mill for ' admiring
originality even when it implies stupidity. He would
approve of circle-squarers and perpetual-motion makers
because they oppose established scientific principles/
Stephen believed more hopefully in ' the collective mind
of the race *. But Mill was not so much laying down
abstract principles, as expounding the true utility in the
world as he knew it. He knew that the tyranny of
' established scientific principles ' is not only cruel, but
capricious. Had he been alive to-day he would have
seen even more clearly that the main function of the
leading scientists is to upset each other's * established
principles', and that there is nothing sacred about the
shifting claims of pundits. He never despised knowledge
or mental training, but he foresaw the perils latent in *
* the collective mind of the race'. Such * a collective
mind', when it is not merely an idle abstraction, may
mean a mass of minds that have no content. And that,
when public opinion was accepted as sovereign, boded
ill for human happiness. There was no need for Mill to
take back a word of his defence of spontaneity and con-
tradiction ; when it came to * suffering gladly', Mill
preferred cranks to fools. And the whole history of
democracy has justified his choice. There can be no
tyranny more terrible than the despotism of dullaxds,
who are but the dupes of the ambitious and corrupt.
If freedom of thought be a social good, then it follows,
as night the day, that freedom of action is good also.
Individuality was to Mill £ one of the principal ingredi-
ents of human happiness, and quite the chief ingredient
of individual and social progress*. But individuality
must find expression in conduct: better to be a slave
throughout than to think freely and to act in servility,
for that is to have the lie in the soul. Mill* therefore,
pix>ceeds to an examination of free conduct and the limits

